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is very ut1TicuJt tu maint ain suga r-cnd puriti('�, c.spccia lly un the wlutc siue, 
at high enough levels. Under slIch conditions, the ion exchange plant, still 
processing intcrmecii,lte green syrup, may he used to great advantage. 

SUlluuary 

The ion exchange pilot plant at the West Jordan factory processing 
intermediate green syrup has worked successfully in supplementing the 
regular refining methods, and the instal lation has heen limited in its func
tion only by the pilot-plant size. Inasmuch as the West Jordan factory is 
equipped with a pulp drier and supplies molasses for one of the Steffen's 
factories in addition, it is not desired to eliminate molasses production en' 
tirely. However, with a larger plant, nlulasses production could be controlled 
from the Jemand by varying the qU<.lntities of syrup processed through 
the ion exchange pLlnt. 

An increase in capacity of 2') percent on the low raw side of the 
factory was realized with the installation. A suhstantial increase in  extraction 
with a subsequent decrease in the amount of molasses produced as com� 
pared with averages for the previous 10 and 5 years at this factory was 
ohtained . No detrimental effects in the normal processing of the mixture 
of this ion exchange effluent and the regular factory juices were observed. 
Sugar�end control of crystallizer purities was simplified. Higher white pan 
purities on juices from deteriorated heets were ohtaincJ . 

High Pressure Evaporation 
FRJ-:D F.  COONS! 

AT THE PRESENT time there are only a few long tuhe vertical evap� 
orator instaHations in this country in the sugar inJustry, one of which is 
located at Woodland, Calif()rnia. It is hoped, hecallse of their novelty, that 
there will he interest in  this dissertation, which will attempt to descrihe 
the various phases of high pressure evaporation in a heet sugar factory. 

General Ot'scription 

Figure 1 shows a general cross section of a long tuhe vertical evap' 
orator. Steam is introduced at the top of the tuhe bundle through an annular 
baffle and flows down and parallel to the outside of the tuhes. Condensate 
and non-condensable gases are removed from the bottom just above the 
tube sheet. Juice enters the evaporator at the hottom and boils as it flows 
upward through the tubes. As the liquor evaporates large volumes of vapor 
are formed which cause vapor and juice to issue from the tubes at high 

'Rese<.!rch Cher\llcal Engmeer, Spreckels Sugnr Company, \VouJland,  California .  
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velocities. ()nc might say that the acl ion in Cl lung t ube vl'rt l("a l  cvapof<ltor 
closely resembles that in a cnmmon household coffee percolator. The mixture 
of vapor and juice impinges on an umhrel la�shapcd deflector plate as it  
leaves the tubes causing the l iquor to hecome separated from the vapors. 
Vapors pass ahove the deflector plate through a vapor outlet to an external 
centrifugal entrainment separator where further juice and vapor separation 
takes place. Juice a fter hitting the deflector p late is forced downward to 
an annular space around the tuhe bundle to which a juice outlet l ine is con� 
nected. A vapor�liquor seal is maintained in this l ine by a hal l �float device 
that maintains a l evel in a small ch am her .  The juice is then throttled to the 
next effect. 

f'jgure I .-Long tube � ertl.;al  <.:vapOI"dto t .  
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Tube si�cs and composition arc varied depending on the installation 
and the material to he eva.porated. Tuhe sizes range from 1 to 2 inches 
in diameter and are from 16 to 24 feet long. Tubes are made from iron, 
copper, brass or any special alloy as the use demands, and are rolled into 
the tube sheets. 

In the sugar industry steam and juice fIow in parallel so that the ]llOre 
concentrated sugar juices are subjected to lower temperatures. First effect 
steam pressures are usually maintained between 2 5  and 50 pounds, and 
last effect vacuum is kept between 20  and 2 8  inches of Mercury. 

Sugar Destruction 
When thill juice is exposed to high temperatures for prolonged periods 

of time i t  will invert, decompose and caramelize, forming dark-colored 
juices. However, in the long tube evaporator the: retention time is so short 
that no serious degradation occurs. 

Figure 2 shows a calculated time-temperature curve for thin juice as 
it passes through the thin juice heater and evaporator first effect in  the 
Woodland installation . Many assumptions were made in  this estimation ; 
thus the results are only approximations. Experimental work has been con� 
ducted, subjecting thin juice to temperatures for the same times as those 
in the time-temperature curve and the results showed little or no degrada� 
tion . Figure 3 shows a diagram of the apparatus used. Oil baths were used 
to simulate the temperatures of the juice for the given periods of time. The 
resulting time-temperature curve is seen in figure 2 showing the experi
mental approach to the calculated curve. The experimental data are tabu
lated in table 1 .  Slight increases in  coior of the thin juice were noticed 
which "\vere due to caramelization, hut again, 'were not significant. 
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Fil1:11re 2 .-Snlid l ine,  calculated time-temperature curve for thin juice for evaporator first effect :��v:rchtcaters. Dotted l ine,  !',xperim':nlai tIme tempeptllfc tUnT showing the approach to the calculated 
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HOT O�L BArHS 

Figure � . ' -Experiment<l]  apparatus for obtaining time-te mperature �· u n e s .  

DeseriptioIl of th .. Woodland Installation 

Previous statenlcnts in this paper have been concerned with long tuhc 
vertical evaporators in general, we will now confine ourselves to the instal� 
!ation in Woodland. 

At Woodland \-vc have a five effect evaporator filanufactured by the 
Swenson Evaporator Company. Four of the effects are the long tube vertical 
type and the fifth is a calandria type. The first and second effects each con
sist of t�'o identical bodies operated in parallel .  The remaining effects are 
single bodies. Evaporator bodies used in the first, second and third effects 
are of the same size, each having 950 - j 1/2 inch O.D.  1 4  B.W.G. tuhes 1 8  
feet long. The fourth effect i s  somewhat smaller containing only 398  tubes. 
The calandria fifth effect has 1 , 1 20-21/2 inch O.D. 12 B.W.G. tubes 4 1/2 
feet long. This gives the first effect 1 2 , 000 square feet ;  the second effect 
1 2 ,000 square feet ; the third effect 6,000 square feet ;  the fourth effect 
2 , 5 00 square feet ;  and the fifth effect 3 , 200 square feet heating surface. 

Tuhe Corrosion 

Originally the tuhes were made from iron thruughout the evaporator. 
hut serious corrosion anu pitting of the iron tuhcs were experienced. Iron 
tubes had an average life of about 3 years, with many failing flluch hefore 
this time, causing many expensive interruptions in service. After testing 
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various tubes, the first and second effects arc now completely tubed with 
brass. Some of the brass tubes have heen in operation 5 years with very 
little corrosion. Eventually the entire evaporator will be tuhed with hrass 
when our present stock of iron tubes is depIcted. The fit"st two cffects were 
consiuereo the most important as any interruption in their service would 
seriously reduce the capacity of the evaporators. 

Stearll and J uice Flow Sy�tC'lIl 

During operation approximately half of the thin juice is fed to evap ' 
orator l A  and half to l B. Product from l A  feeds lA and l B  feeds 2B.  
Products from the second effects are  comhined to feed the remaining effects 
in series. See figure 4. Vapors from both first bodies are joined in a com
mon entrainment separator and then arc divided to each second hody. The 
same system is used in the second effect. 

When one body is out of operation for hoil -out, vapors arc with
drawn through a 6- inch header to a special hoil-out condenser. When one 
of the first bodies is out of service, some exhaust steam is by-passed to first 
vapors to make up the deficiency. Similarly some of the feed is led directly 
to the second effect in order to maintain the capacity. 

VapOl" Heating 

One of the most important advantages of the long tuhc vertical evap'  
orators is  in  the overall  steam economy resulting from complete utiliz,ation 
of vapors for process heating and evaporation. Table 2 shows an outline 
of the vapor distribution as used i n  the Woodland factory. First vapors 
are used in : 

White pans 

Thin juice heaters 

Second vapors are used in : 

Intermediate pans 

Second-carbonation heater 

Thin juice boiler 
Thin juice heater 

High and low meltors (open injection) 
Cold waste heater (open injection) 
Saccharate milk heater (open injection) 

Third vapors are used in : 
Battery 
Raw juice heater 

Second-carbunation filter heater 
Standard l iquor heater 
Raw pans 
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Fourth vapors are used in the rav.' juice heater. 

Figure -f .-Flow diagram for 'Voodland evaporators. 
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Tab le  I .  E"pcrimen t a l  re�\llt� f o r  � U g iH  Jl·stnh:tiulI by h.;at .  

At times it has been necessary to by'pass second to third vapors in 
order to maintain circulation in the raw pans and maintain sufficient heat 

for proper battery operation . This procedure is not recommended unless 

it is absolutely necessary because it cuts down the overall steam economy 

of the factory. 

Norlllal Operating Procedure 

The usual method of operation, assuming ,1 constant rate of slice, is tu 

keep the exhaust steam pressure at the maximum allowable figure consid, 

ering the mechanical and the steam load. This runs between 40 and 4 )"  

pounds a t  Woodland. Live steam i s  exhausted frum about 3 00 pounds tu 

the exhaust steam pressure through the turbine and is kept at the desired 

figure hy bleeding live steam through a pressure reducing valve to the 

exhaust steam line. This is possible because the steam load is greater than 

the mechanical load. When the evaporator becomes so dirty that the 

mechanical load exceeds the steam load, steam is blown to the roof by a 
pressure relief valve at 46 to 47 pounds. General ly this condition is not 
allowed to be reached. 

If the evaporators arc extremely clean and the opl'"rator wishes to 

reduce the capacity, he first closes down on the amount of water flowing 

to the jet condenser which reduces the vacuum causing a decrease in the 

overall temperature drop and thereby reducing the cap .. Kity. If further 

reduction is required, fourth vapors are backed up hy throttling the valve 

to the fifth effect. This reduces the temperature drop across the first effects 

where most of the evaporation takes place. If still further reduction is neces; 

sary the exhaust steam pressure is then reduced. 
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In normal operation according to the theoretical heat balance no steam 

reaches the last effect. Only when an evaporator body is out of service or 

the capacity of the vapor demand is reduced do we have any heat reaching 

the fifth effect . In table :' we have a heat balance of our evaporators made 

from data taken from 1 2 0  days of the last campaign. Note that steam is 

reaching the last effect in a quantity greater than is Cl. vailable from the 

fourth effect. This indicates that there is considerable hy-pass of vapors and 

probably errors in the data. This heat balance does not include the addi

tional heat gained from condensate flash, but this is assumed to be approxi

mately equal to the amount of heat lost due to radiation and conduction . 

The actual heat transfer coefficients in the first two effects are consid

erably less than the design coefficients which fact further accounts for 

the vapor pressures being lower than anticipated . 
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Fa(�lors Affecting: Heat Transfer 

Why the low heat transfer coefficients? This may be Jue to several 
different causes. One might be the failure to completely remove the non
condensable gases. The general agreement hetween evaporator experts is 
that non-condensahle gases arc swept along with the steam and can be 
most effectively removed at the end of their p"th. This is the point in the 
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l l l l l).,!  t u he l'va por;l tor where <ll l o r  the vO l pors h a ve heen conJcllst..'J anJ i.s 
/oC<ltl'd a t  the hottom of the steam chest. M;U1 Y operators fed that the 
non�conJcnsablcs should be removed at the top of the stea.nl chest. 

The second reason, and the more likely, is the very rapid scaling rate 
which nlay be caused to a certain extent by improper design. Note that in 
table 3 the calculated flow rate in GPM per tube is  approximately 1/3,  
1 / 1 0, 1 / 1 0, 2/5  in the first four effects, respectively. In some recent pilot 
evaporator experiments, which are however not conclusive, it was shown 
that the evaporator tubes scale at an accelerated rate at  the low flow rates, 
with 1/3  GPM per tube being about the lowest rate that can be handled 
with the normal  scaling rate. To further aggravate the situation there is 
the possibility of the channeling of the flow to certain tubes leaving the 
others in cmnparative dryness. The main reason for increased scaling at 
these low flow rates is that the juice has an opportunity to " 'stew�' and reach 
higher temperatures and higher local concentration which in turn causes 
scaling. In some pilot evaporator studies we h ave obtained as much as three 
times the heat transfer coefficients by operating at h igher flow rates with 
very slight scaling. Values of 700, 800, 700, 4 5 0  were not uncommon in 
the first four effects, respectively, after many hours of operation. Note 
that the factory averaged only 5 00,  300, 200, and 1 00 .  However, channel
ing is no prohlem in our pilot evaporator because of its size. One way to 
increase the flow ra.te per tube and yet maintain the same overaJ I  heating 
area is to decrease the number of tubes and increase their length . 

S cale a n d  Scale RCllloval 

The scale found in our evaporator tubes is similar to that found in 
any beet sugar evapurator consisting mainly of calcium oxalate, carbonate 
and suI fate. The exact composition of course, is dependent on the nature 
of the beets bein g  handled. 

Scale in  the long tube evaporator cannot be readily removed by mech� 
anical methods and thus chemical procedures are used.  Based on experience 
the fol 1owing method has heen found satisfactory in most instances : A fter 
removal from service the evaporator body is filled with a 4 �percent caustic 
soJa and soda�ash solution and is boiled for :'; or 4 hours allowing the solu� 
tion to circulate up through the tubes and down the discharge line and 
so on. It is then fol lowed by a water rinse to wash out the remaining traces 
of caustic. Now it is  boiled an additional :'; hours on a 3 'percent inhibited 
hydrochloric acid solution. After the final rinse the evaporator tuhes are 
general ly clean. 

Summary 

Summarizing our experiences with the long tube vertical evap� 
orator we have found them to he entirely satisfactory in spite of their lower 
than anticipated heat transfer coefficients because of their great overal l  
saving in steam. No doubt with further experimental work the reasons and 
the remedies for these discrepancies can be found and a better design can 
he made. 




